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Abstract

We provide information on the Survivable Network Design Library (SNDlib), a data library for fixed
telecommunication network design that can be accessed athttp://sndlib.zib.de . In version
1.0, the library contains data related to 22 networks which, combined with a set of selected planning
parameters, leads to 830 network planning problem instances. In this paper, we provide a mathematical
model for each planning problem considered in the library and describe the data concepts of the SNDlib.
Furthermore, we provide statistical information and details about the origin of the data sets.
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1 Introduction

In the field of telecommunication network design problems, proposed solution approaches range from
(integer) linear programming models and corresponding algorithms such as branch-and-bound, row and
column generation, or Lagrangian relaxation, to meta-heuristics such as evolutionary algorithms, simulated
annealing and tabu search. For drawing credible conclusions on the competitiveness of a model or an
algorithm, it is indispensable to have a set of representative and challenging test instances on which the new
approach can be tested and compared with previous ones. Unfortunately, such comparisons are rare in the
network design literature, which is partially due to unavailability of reference data sets. This is in contrast
to other research areas where libraries of standardized benchmark instances are available. Examples are
MIPLIB [1] for mixed-integer linear programs, TSPlib [2] for the Traveling Salesman Problem, SteinLib
[3] for Steiner tree problems, FAP Web [4] for frequency assignment problems in GSM mobile phone
networks.

Since December 2005, the Survivable Network Design Library (SNDlib), a library of standardized
test instances for the design of survivable fixed telecommunication networks, has been available online at
http://sndlib.zib.de . The instances, together with the best known solutions and dual bounds, can
be viewed and downloaded from the SNDlib website in various formats.1 In addition, the SNDlib contains
a collection of references to relevant publications in network design in the form of BiBTeX entries, a list
of conferences related to this area, and a mailing list.

SNDlib aims at becoming a future standard for testing and demonstrating effectiveness of new opti-
mization models and algorithms.

1.1 Evolution of the library

Given the enormous variety of network design problems, we intend to extend the library step by step. In the
first version, we have deliberately limited the scope of design problems to single-layer networks. The test
instances are specified in a technology-independent way in terms of an abstract network model composed

∗Supported by the German ministry of science (BMBF) project Eibone.
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1XML, GML, and a native ASCII format.
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Figure 1: SNDlib-based planning process

of nodes, links, demands, and a set of installable capacity modules with corresponding cost parameters.
In addition, certain problem parameters are given, e.g., whether links are directed or undirected, or which
routing model and survivability concept should be used. Provided that this first version of the SNDlib is
accepted by the network design community, we think of various extensions in subsequent phases, such as
adding different types of multi-X (-hour, -period, -layer, -service, . . . ) design problems, taking into account
shortest-path routing constraints, including the cost of hardware, etc. This will mainly depend on the needs
of the community and the availability of the appropriate data.

The current set of test instances is fixed until the next official version of the library. In future versions,
new instances might be included and others might be removed from the official test set. Old instances will
be always available on the website for reference.

The lists of solutions, dual bounds, conferences, and bibliography entries are being constantly updated.
Users of the SNDlib are cordially invited to contribute to the library by submitting solutions, dual bounds,
or references to new papers.

Structure of the paper The purpose of this paper is to serve as an official reference for a mathematical
definition of the SNDlib problems, and to present the problem instances contained the library together with
their background and statistical information. Section 2 describes how the data and different variants of
network design problems are organized within the SNDlib. Section 3 provides a mathematical model that
serves as a defining reference for each considered problem variant. Section 4 presents an overview of the
problem instances included in the SNDlib, and the technological background of the networks. We conclude
with some remarks in Section 5.

2 SNDlib data concepts

SNDlib provides benchmark instances of network planning problems together with their solutions and dual
bounds. Similarly to the approach adopted by several modelling languages for mixed-integer programming
like Zimpl [5] or AMPL [6], models and data are separated from each other in the SNDlib. An SNDlib
network planning problem description consists of two parts:

• an SNDlib networkpart (also calledSNDlib network instance) describing nodes, links, demands,
capacities, cost, and other planning data, and

• an SNDlib modelpart (also calledSNDlib model instance) specifying design parameters, e.g.,
whether links are directed or undirected, whether routing of a demand may be split on several paths
or not, or which capacity model or survivability concept should be used.
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A particular SNDlib network can usually be combined with various SNDlib models, leading to different
instances ofSNDlib network planningproblems. For example, a given network might be a part of a
planning problem without survivability and of another one with 1+1 protection, or of one with a bifurcated
multi-commodity flow routing and of another one with a single-path routing. AnSNDlib solutionto a
particular SNDlib problem instance consists of a routing of the demands specified in the SNDlib network
and a suitable capacity installation on the links that satisfy the side constraints specified in the SNDlib
model. Examples of an SNDlib network instance, an SNDlib model instance, and a corresponding SNDlib
solution are given at the end of Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively.

The SNDlib problems and their solutions are independent of any mathematical model or algorithm. To
solve such a problem, a suitablemathematical modelhas to be chosen that reflects the design parameters
specified in the SNDlib model. Often the same SNDlib model can be expressed with several mathematical
models, like an edge-flow formulation or an equivalent path-flow formulation. Such a mathematical model
combined with input data derived from an SNDlib network forms a particular problem instance in the
mathematical sense, as illustrated in the left part of Figure 1. After solving the resulting mathematical
optimization problem, its solution has to be transformed back into an SNDlib solution, as shown in the
right part of Figure 1. The data provided by the library belongs to the upper part of the figure, whereas
users of the library are invited to fill in the lower part by investigating different mathematical models and
solution methods.

The following section informally characterizes network data and model parameters of SNDlib. A
precise mathematical formulation for each of the SNDlib models is given in Section 3, serving both as
an example formulation and as a definition of the sets of feasible and optimal solutions of the SNDlib
problem. Examples and a detailed definition of the I/O formats can be found on the SNDlib website
http://sndlib.zib.de .

2.1 SNDlib network

SNDlib networkdescribes the structure of a network, the traffic to be routed, and the set of admissible
routing paths. The network structure is defined as the sets of nodes and links. The set of links defines
potential connections between the nodes that may be used to carry traffic; parallel links are allowed. For
every link, capacity and cost information contains the amount of pre-installed capacity and its cost, and a
list of capacity modules with associated cost, which can be installed on that link. Additionally, fixed-charge
cost of using the link is defined, as well as flow cost incurred by routing traffic through that link.

The set of communication demands describes the traffic to be routed. Each demand is characterized by
its end-nodes and the volume of traffic that has to be routed through the network expressed in multiples of
some base routing unit. The routing unit of a demand defines the amount of link capacity consumed by one
unit of the demand’s traffic (corresponding, for instance, to 2 Mbit/s, 155 Mbit/s, or 2.5 Gbit/s).

Finally, the set of admissible routing paths is either defined as an empty list, meaning that every possible
path is admissible, or a non-empty set of paths is specified for each demand. A hop limit may be imposed
for each demand, i.e., a maximum number of links for each admissible routing path. If the SNDlib model
specifies to use a particular hop limit, it further restricts the set of admissible paths.

Example of the SNDlib network Consider a three-node network EXAMPLE representing an SDH trans-
port network. For the purpose of this example, assume that point-to-point demand requests are given as an
integer multiple of a baserouting unitof 2 Mbit/s or 155 Mbit/s. Link bandwidth can be installed in integer
multiples of 155 Mbit/s or 622 Mbit/s, respectively. Due to the need for overhead bandwidth required for
monitoring purposes, if a bitrate of 2 Mbit/s corresponds to 1 unit of capacity, then 155 Mbit/s correspond
to 63 units and 622 Mbit/s correspond to 252 units.

An example network might be specified as follows (in the SNDlib native ASCII format):

NODES (
# Format: name (longitude latitude)
A ( 11.49 49.26 )
B ( 11.80 48.65 )
C ( 12.25 49.10 )
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)

LINKS (
# Format: name (src tgt) precap precost rcost fixcost ( {cap cost }*)
L_AB ( A B ) 63 100 10 1000 ( 63 1200 252 3700 )
L_AC ( A C ) 0 0 10 1000 ( 63 500 252 1700 )
L_BC ( B C ) 0 0 10 1000 ( 63 600 252 2100 )

)

DEMANDS (
# Format: name (src tgt) routing_unit value hoplimit
D_AB1 ( A B ) 1 65 UNLIMITED
D_AB2 ( A B ) 63 4 1

)

ADMISSIBLE_PATHS (
# Format: name ( {path_id ( link_name+ ) }+)
D_AB1 ( P1 ( L_AB ) P2 ( L_AC L_BC ) )
D_AB2 ( P1 ( L_AB ) )

)

The node section describes the set of node locations in the network. The coordinates are included for
drawing purposes only.

The link section describes the set of potential links with their installable capacity and cost. Suppose
that unit 1 corresponds to 2 Mbit/s. Then link LAB has 63 capacity units of preinstalled capacity with the
cost of 100, whereas other links have no preinstalled capacity. For all links the routing cost of a flow unit
is 10, and the fixed-charge cost of a link is 1000. Capacity modules of size 63 and 252 can be installed
on every link; for link L AB the cost of one module is 1200 or 3700, respectively (similarly for the other
links).

The demand section describes the demands with their parameters. The above example contains two
parallel demands from A to B, given in different routing units. Demand DAB1 has the volume of 65 units
of 2 Mbit/s (routing unit 1) and no hop limit. Demand DAB2 has the volume of 4 units of 63x2Mbit/s
(routing unit 63) and hop limit equal to 1; if the SNDlib model specifies to take the hop limit value into
account (see the next section) then only direct paths with at most one link are admissible for this demand.

The admissible paths section describes the sets of admissible paths for demands DAB1 and DAB2.
If in the SNDlib model the admissible path model is EXPLICIT L IST then at most the paths listed here
are admissible, otherwise all paths are admissible. The set of paths for demand DAB2 may be further
restricted by the hop limit value. Further details can be found in Section 3 and on the SNDlib website.

2.2 SNDlib model

SNDlib modelspecifies a selected combination of design parameter values. The design parameters are given
as a set of attributes and their admissible values (exactly one value has to be selected for each attribute),
and are described in the sequel. Table 1 gives an overview of the attributes and their admissible values. The
abbreviations given in parentheses will be used in the example at the end of this section.

Demand model This attribute specifies the type of traffic. The admissible values are DIRECTED and
UNDIRECTED. Depending on the network technology, traffic may correspond to (directed) flow of data
(for example, a stream of IP packets) from one end-node of a demand to the other (DIRECTED). In other
situations traffic may correspond to undirected transport connections (for example, VC-N in SDH net-
works) between a pair of nodes (UNDIRECTED).

Link model This attribute specifies how the capacity of a link is used. The admissible values are DI-
RECTED, BIDIRECTED, and UNDIRECTED. If the nature of traffic is such that the traffic is directed, the
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Attribute Admissible values

Demand model DIRECTED (D), UNDIRECTED (U)
Link model DIRECTED (D), UNDIRECTED (U), BIDIRECTED (B)
Link capacity model LINEAR L INK CAPACITIES (L),

MODULAR L INK CAPACITIES (M),
EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES (E)

Fixed-charge model YES (Y), NO (N)
Routing model SINGLE PATH (S), CONTINUOUS (C), INTEGER(I)
Admissible path model EXPLICIT L IST (E), ALL PATHS (A)
Hop limit model INDIVIDUAL HOP L IMITS (Y), I GNORE HOP L IMITS (N)
Survivability model NO SURVIVABILITY (N),

ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION(P),
SHARED PATH PROTECTION(S),
UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION(U)

Table 1: SNDlib model design parameters

capacity of a link may be either available only for traffic flowing in one direction (DIRECTED), or may be
shared by traffic flows in opposite directions (UNDIRECTED). In the BIDIRECTED case, the same amount
of capacity is provided in each direction of the link for routing directed traffic.

Link capacity model This attribute specifies how the capacity of a link is provided. The admissible val-
ues are LINEAR L INK CAPACITIES, MODULAR L INK CAPACITIES, and EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES.
In the LINEAR L INK CAPACITIES case, any amount of capacity can be installed, even fractional values.
Otherwise, only discrete values of capacity are allowed. With MODULAR L INK CAPACITIES, any combi-
nation of integer multiples of some capacity modules can be installed, representing for example a mixture
of different lightpath bitrates in an optical network. With EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES, at most one sin-
gle capacity out of a given list can be installed, e.g., to select a particular STM-N port capacity in an SDH
network.

Fixed-charge model This attribute specifies whether using a link incurs a fixed-charge cost or not. The
admissible values are YES and NO. If the value is YES then the fixed-charge parameter of each link from
the network data is taken into account, otherwise it is ignored. The fixed-charge cost reflects the fact that
providing capacity modules on a link may require initial investment which is independent of the actual
amount of capacity. For example, to install a number of transport systems between a pair of nodes, a cable
segment might be a capacity independent prerequisite.

Routing model This attribute specifies how traffic of a demand can be split among the available paths.
The admissible values are SINGLE PATH, CONTINUOUS, and INTEGER. For technological or operational
reasons, e.g., to avoid reordering of data packets, it may be required to route all traffic of a demand on a
single path (SINGLE PATH). Otherwise, the traffic of a demand can be split (bifurcated) among several
paths. In this case, either the amount of traffic flowing on any path can be arbitrary (CONTINUOUS),
which is true, for example, in MPLS networks, or is required to be a multiple of the demand’s routing unit
(INTEGER), like in transport networks.

Admissible path model This attribute specifies the paths which can be used to route the traffic. The
admissible values are EXPLICIT L IST and ALL PATHS. In general, the traffic of a demand can be routed on
any path between the end-nodes of the demand (ALL PATHS). Sometimes, however, it is desired to provide
a set of carefully chosen paths and require the traffic to be routed only along these paths (EXPLICIT L IST).

Hop limit model This attribute specifies whether the number of links in a path is explicitly bounded
or not. The admissible values are INDIVIDUAL HOP L IMITS and IGNORE HOP L IMITS. Very often,
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switching and transmission delays are limited indirectly by bounding the number of intermediate nodes (for
example, IP routers) or links (for instance, optical transport systems) on allowed routing paths. This further
restricts the set of available paths that can be used for a demand. If the value of this model parameter is set to
INDIVIDUAL HOP L IMITS, the number of links in any admissible routing path is limited by the hop limit of
the corresponding demand from the network data. If, on the other hand, the value is IGNORE HOP L IMITS,
all hop limit values are ignored.

Survivability model This attribute specifies the survivability concept to be used. The admissible values
for this attribute are NO SURVIVABILITY , ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION, SHARED PATH PROTECTION,
and UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION. In the simplest case the network does not provide any
protection against node and link failures (NO SURVIVABILITY ). Otherwise, several mechanisms are con-
sidered to protect traffic against failures. With 1+1 protection (ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION), the traffic
of a demand is routed simultaneously on exactly two link- or node-disjoint paths, one of which is the work-
ing path and the other is the hot-standby backup path. Traffic restoration is more complicated as it requires
to reroute traffic flows in the case of a failure. For example, one may choose to restrict rerouting to the
flows affected by the failure (SHARED PATH PROTECTION), or to allow rerouting of unaffected flows as
well (UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION).

Other models Certain design parameters, such as a hardware model, are not considered in the current
version of the SNDlib. Furthermore, the only considered design objective so far is to minimize the total
link cost. The cost of each link includes the fixed-charge cost, the cost of the pre-installed capacity and of
the selected capacity modules, and routing cost.

Example of the SNDlib model Selecting one of the admissible values for each attribute defines an
SNDlib model instance. Notice that not all combinations of admissible values make sense; for example,
UNDIRECTED demands can only be combined with UNDIRECTED link capacities.

A complete model instance in the native ASCII format of the SNDlib might look as follows:

DEMAND_MODEL = UNDIRECTED # U
LINK_MODEL = UNDIRECTED # U
LINK_CAPACITY_MODEL = MODULAR_LINK_CAPACITIES # M
FIXED_CHARGE_MODEL = NO # N
ROUTING_MODEL = CONTINUOUS # C
ADMISSIBLE_PATH_MODEL = ALL_PATHS # A
HOP_LIMIT_MODEL = IGNORE_HOP_LIMITS # N
SURVIVABILITY_MODEL = NO_SURVIVABILITY # N

Naming conventions We have introduced a naming convention for the SNDlib problems that reflects
both the name of the network and the characteristics of the model. Such a name consists of an abbreviation
of the SNDlib network name and of a sequence of letters specifying the selected design parameter values.
These letters are given in Table 1, and they are ordered as in the example above, i.e., first the demand
model, then the link model, and so on. That is, the problem instance built from the network EXAMPLE and
the above model would be named EXAMPLE–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N.

2.3 SNDlib solution

Basically, a solution to an SNDlib problem consists of a link configuration and a routing configuration of
demands such that all side constraints are satisfied. Without going into details, this is illustrated by the
following solution to the problem instance EXAMPLE–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N introduced previously.

LINK-CONFIGURATIONS (
# Format: link name ( {module capacity install count }+ )
L AB ( 63 1 252 1 )
L AC ( 63 1 )
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L BC ( 63 1 )
)

ROUTINGS (
# Format: demand-name ( {flow path value ( link-name+ ) }+ )
D AB1 ( 63 ( L AB ) 2 ( L AC L BC ) )
D AB2 ( 4 ( L AB ) )

)

In this solution, link LAB is equipped with one module of size 252 (i.e., 622 Mbit/s) in addition to the
preinstalled capacity of size 63 (corresponding to 155 Mbit/s). On links LAC and L BC, one module of
size 63 is installed. The 65 units of 2 Mbit/s for demand DAB1 are routed on two paths. In contrast, all
4 units of size 63 for demand DAB2 are routed on the direct link LAB. A detailed description of the
available solution description formats, as well as a slightly larger example with a detailed cost analysis can
be found on the SNDlib website.

3 Mathematical reference model

This section serves as a reference for a precise definition of the sets of feasible and optimal solutions for
network design problems. The design problems currently available in SNDlib are defined mathematically in
terms of mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulations. Starting with basic graph notation, we introduce
parameters and variables, discuss different types of constraints, and define objective functions.

We would like to emphasize that the primary goal of this section is to present a compact and compre-
hensible MIP formulation that coversall SNDlib planning problems. From a computational point of view,
some parts of this formulation can certainly be modeled in a more efficient way. It is a part of SNDlib’s
purpose that its users identify the best mathematical models.

3.1 Network

A network instanceG = (V, E ,D) is given by a set of nodesV, a set of linksE , and a set of point-to-point
demandsD. Links and demands can be directed or undirected depending on the context; in addition, links
can be bidirected. This will be discussed in more detail later.

3.2 Routing

To each demandd ∈ D there corresponds a setPd of admissible paths with the same end-nodes. The sets
Pd, d ∈ D, are assumed to be pairwise disjoint, i.e., if there are parallel demands, we use different symbols
for the same path depending on the currently considered demand. In the DIRECTED demand model, each
pathp ∈ Pd has to be directed from the source node to the target node of demandd, i.e., the direction of
links must be consistent with the direction of the path. In the UNDIRECTED demand model,p connects the
end-nodes ofd in both directions since links are also undirected.

By default, all simple routing paths (i.e., without node repetitions) are allowed. Optionally, a fixed set
of admissible routing paths can be specified for each demand, which must be the case if the admissible path
model is set to EXPLICIT L IST. In both cases, the set of admissible paths can be additionally restricted by
a hop limit`d for each demandd. If the hop limit model is INDIVIDUAL HOP L IMITS then every routing
path used for demandd must traverse at most`d links; otherwise, the hop limit is ignored.

The total setP of all admissible paths is denoted byP =
⋃

d∈D Pd. For each demandd ∈ D, a routing
unit rd ∈ Z+ and a demand valuehd ∈ Z+ is specified, meaning that a flow equal tordhd has to be routed
between the end-nodes of the demand. Using path-flow variablesxp to specify the number of units of size
rd routed on pathp ∈ Pd, the demand constraints are∑

p∈Pd

xp = hd, d ∈ D. (1)
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The domain of the path-flow variables depends on the routing model. The three possibilities arexp ∈ R+

(CONTINUOUS), xp ∈ Z+ (INTEGER), or xp ∈ {0, hd} (SINGLE PATH). Consequently, in the latter two
cases, the flow on each routing path is always an integer multiple of the routing unitrd.

3.3 Link capacity model

For each linke ∈ E , a setTe of installable capacity modules is given. Each modulet ∈ Te provides capacity
ct
e ∈ Z+. Furthermore, each linke is equipped with pre-installed capacityCe ∈ Z+ (which can be equal to

zero). In the case of MODULAR L INK CAPACITIES or EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES, the integer variable
yt

e ∈ Z+ denotes the number of modules of typet ∈ Te installed on linke, and the auxiliary variable

Ye := Ce +
∑
t∈Te

ct
ey

t
e (2)

defines the total capacity on linke. With L INEAR L INK CAPACITIES, we assumeyt
e ∈ R+ for all e ∈ E .

In this case, only one capacity module with the lowest unit cost needs to be kept on each link, so|Te| = 1
can be assumed after preprocessing. With EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES, an additional constraint specifies
that at most one capacity module can be chosen for each link:∑

t∈Te

yt
e ≤ 1, e ∈ E . (3)

The integer capacity variablesyt
e are effectively binary in this setting.

3.4 Link capacity constraints

Now we introduce the capacity constraints relating path-flow and capacity variables. With the DIRECTED

or BIDIRECTED link capacity models, demands must be DIRECTED, whereas with the UNDIRECTED ca-
pacity model we assume UNDIRECTED demands. LetQe := {p ∈ P | e ∈ p} denote the set of all
admissible paths traversing linke ∈ E . For BIDIRECTED link capacities, letQ+

e ⊆ Qe denote the set of
routing paths traversing linke in the forward direction, i.e., from source to target of the link. Accordingly,
Q−e := Qe\Q+

e consists of the routing paths using linke in the backward direction.
To simplify the notation, define the routing unitrp of routing pathp to be equal to the routing unitrd

of the unique demand withp ∈ Pd, and define an auxiliary variable

fe :=
{ ∑

p∈Qe
rpxp (DIRECTED/UNDIRECTED)

max
{ ∑

p∈Q+
e

rpxp,
∑

p∈Q−e rpxp

}
(BIDIRECTED)

(4)

for each linke ∈ E , denoting the amount of capacity induced by the flow on linke. Using these variables,
the capacity constraint simply reads:

fe ≤ Ye, e ∈ E . (5)

3.5 Survivability

To cope with the survivability models of SNDlib, we introduce a setS of network (failure) states. In the
current version of SNDlib, the setS consists of thenormal statewith no link failed (this particular state
is denoted byO) and thefailure statescorresponding to all single link failures. Links are assumed to be
either fully available or totally failed so that partial link failures are not considered. The set of all links
that are available (not failed) in states ∈ S will be denoted byEs. Further, for each states ∈ S and each
demandd ∈ D the set of all admissible paths of demandd that survive in states is denoted byPs

d , i.e.,
Ps

d := {p ∈ Pd | p ⊆ Es} ⊆ Pd. Similarly, for each linke ∈ E and each states ∈ S, the set of all
surviving paths that traverse linke is denoted byQs

e,Qs
e ⊆ Qe.
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3.5.1 Dedicated protection

To model ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION, we replace the demand constraint (1) by∑
p∈Pd

xp = 2hd, d ∈ D (6)

to route twice the demand value in the normal state, and add the constraints∑
p∈Ps

d

xp ≥ hd, s ∈ S\{O}, d ∈ D (7)

to ensure that in any failure states, the surviving flow can satisfy the demand volume. Furthermore, we
assume the routing model SINGLE PATH, i.e.,xp ∈ {0, hd} for all d ∈ D andp ∈ Pd. This can also be
modeled using binary flow variables.

3.5.2 Shared protection

To model SHARED PATH PROTECTION and UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION, we use state-
dependent path-flow variablesxs

p (s ∈ S, d ∈ D, p ∈ Ps
d) denoting the amount of flow of demandd

allocated to pathp in states. To model the flow through a link in a given network state, we use auxiliary
state-dependent variables

fs
e :=

{ ∑
p∈Qe

rpx
s
p (DIRECTED/UNDIRECTED)

max
{ ∑

p∈Q+
e

rpx
s
p,

∑
p∈Q−e rpx

s
p

}
(BIDIRECTED)

(8)

for each failure states ∈ S\{O} and each surviving linke ∈ Es. Using these variables, we can define the
dimensioning problem with UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATIONby adding the constraints∑

p∈Ps
d

xs
p ≥ hd, s ∈ S\{O}, d ∈ D (9)

and
fs

e ≤ Ye, s ∈ S\{O}, e ∈ Es (10)

to the model of the normal state.
Since the above formulation allows for arbitrary flow reconfiguration in case of a failure, it is primarily

of theoretical importance. As the routing problem decomposes into independent subproblems for each net-
work state, it can easily be used to derive a lower bound on the network cost with more realistic restoration
mechanisms such as SHARED PATH PROTECTION. The latter can be modeled by adding the constraints

xs
p ≥ xp, s ∈ S \ {O}, d ∈ D, p ∈ Ps

d (11)

to the dimensioning problem with unrestricted flow reconfiguration to ensure that only failed flows are
rerouted. Recall thatxp denotes the flow on pathp ∈ Pd in the normal state.

3.5.3 Summary

In summary, the relevant constraints for the different survivability concepts are

NO SURVIVABILITY (1), (2), (4), (5)
ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION: (2), (4), (5), (6), (7), SINGLE PATH

UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION: (1), (2), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10),
SHARED PATH PROTECTION: (1), (2), (4), (5), (8), (9), (10), (11)

In addition, constraints (3) have to be added to any of these if the link capacity model is set to EX-
PLICIT L INK CAPACITIES.
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3.6 Objective

Currently, the only optimization objective considered in SNDlib is to minimize the total network cost that,
in its most general form, is composed of fixed-charge cost for installing a link, capacity cost, and routing
cost. We will now introduce the necessary cost parameters and define the objective function.

Fixed-charge cost: For each linke ∈ E , a fixed-charge costκe ∈ R+ is incurred if linke is used, i.e., if a
non-zero capacityYe is installed one. We thus introduce a binary variableze ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether
link e ∈ E is used or not and require that

ze = 0 =⇒ Ye = 0, e ∈ E . (12)

In terms of a mixed-integer programming model, this translates to

Ye ≤ Mze, e ∈ E , (13)

with some sufficiently large fixed numberM . In particular,ze is fixed to1 as soon as linke has a non-zero
pre-installed capacity.

Link capacity cost: Each module of typet ∈ Te installed on a linke ∈ E incurs a cost ofkt
e ∈ R+.

For the sake of computing the total network cost, the instances included in SNDlib provide an additional
parameter for each link specifying the cost of pre-installed capacity. Since this value is irrelevant for the
optimization process, we simply defineC to be the sum of all pre-installed cost values for the purpose of
this paper.

Routing cost: In addition to fixed-charge and capacity cost, there may also be a cost component which
is proportional to the flow sent through each link. To this end, we introduce a cost parameterKe for each
link e ∈ E incurred for every unit of (working or backup) flow routed throughe. The total routing cost of a
link e ∈ E is computed asKe times the maximum used capacity (fe or fs

e , respectively) on the link in any
operating state. In particular, notice that for bidirected links, routing cost is incurred for the maximum of
the two flow values in each direction, not for the sum of these values.

Objective function: Using the components defined above, the optimization objective reads:

min C +
∑
e∈E

(
κeze +

∑
t∈Te

kt
ey

t
e + Kefe

)
. (14)

for NO SURVIVABILITY and ONE PLUS ONE PROTECTION, or

min C +
∑
e∈E

(
κeze +

∑
t∈Te

kt
ey

t
e + Ke max

s∈S
fs

e

)
. (15)

for SHARED PATH PROTECTIONand UNRESTRICTED FLOW RECONFIGURATION. By setting the values
of some of the cost coefficientsκe, kt

e, orKe to 0, classical planning problems like the fixed-charge network
design problem or the modular link dimensioning problem can be obtained.

4 Network design instances

Currently, SNDlib contains 22 networks with topologies depicted in Figure 2. Each of these networks has
been combined with several SNDlib models (basically, all reasonable SNDlib models for each network) to
construct 830 problem instances.

Table 2 provides an overview of the networks together with their statistical information and with an
indication which SNDlib models have been used for each network. The name of the network is followed
by the number of its nodes (|V|), links (|E|), and demands (|D|). The next column (|I|) provides the total
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ATLANTA COST266 DFN-BWIN DFN-GWIN DI-YUAN

FRANCE GERMANY50 GIUL 39 JANOS-US JANOS-US-CA

NEWYORK NOBEL-EU NOBEL-
GERMANY

NOBEL-US NORWAY

PDH PIORO40 POLSKA SUN TA1

TA2 ZIB54

Figure 2: Topologies of the 22 SNDlib networks.
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network |V| |E| |D| |I| DL CAP surv pre fix rcost exp hop

ATLANTA 15 22 210 20 UU/DB M × × - × - -
COST266 37 57 1332 18 UU/DB ELM - - - × - -
DFN-BWIN 10 45 90 20 UU/DB E × - - - - -
DFN-GWIN 11 47 110 24 UU/DB EM - × - - - ×
DI-YUAN 11 42 22 20 UU/DB E × - - - - -
FRANCE 25 45 300 80 UU/DB LM × - × - - -
GERMANY50 50 88 662 40 UU/DB LM × - - - - -
GIUL 39 39 172 1471 10 DD E × - - - - -
JANOS-US 26 84 650 40 DD LM × - - - - -
JANOS-US-CA 39 122 1482 20 DD LM × - - - - -
NEWYORK 16 49 240 60 UU/DB ELM × - - × - -
NOBEL-EU 28 41 378 20 UU/DB E × - - - - -
NOBEL-GERMANY 17 26 121 20 UU/DB E × - - - - -
NOBEL-US 14 21 91 6 UU/DB E - - - - - -
NORWAY 27 51 702 60 UU/DB ELM × - - - - -
PDH 11 34 24 60 UU/DB ELM × - - - - -
PIORO40 40 89 780 80 UU/DB M × - × - × -
POLSKA 12 18 66 80 UU/DB M × - × - × -
SUN 27 102 67 10 DD M × - - - - -
TA1 24 55 396 120 UU/DB ELM × - - - - ×
TA2 65 108 1869 36 UU/DB ELM - × - - - ×
ZIB54 54 81 1501 6 UU/DB E - - - - - -

Table 2: SNDlib problem instances

number of problem instances constructed from each network. More information about the used SNDlib
models is given in the next two columns. Column DL specifies the combinations of demand model and
link model applied to this network: UU (both UNDIRECTED), DD (both DIRECTED), DB (DIRECTED

demands and BIDIRECTED links). This is followed by the information on used link capacity models
(E=EXPLICIT L INK CAPACITIES, L=L INEAR L INK CAPACITIES, M=MODULAR L INK CAPACITIES)
provided in column CAP.

The columns in the last block indicate whether the network supports survivability (surv), whether links
with positive preinstalled capacity (pre), fixed-charge cost (fix), or routing cost (rcost) exist, whether ex-
plicit lists of paths are provided (exp), and whether demands with hop limits exist (hop). The table shows
that the problem instances cover the whole range from small to relatively large problems, with different
densities, cost structures, and routing constraints.

To avoid infeasible problem instances as much as possible, we have run some heuristic tests on the
networks to see which of them would allow for a solution with 1+1 protection. For those networks where
we could show infeasibility in such a setting, we have generated problem instances without survivability
only. The other networks have been combined with all survivability models. Due to this, we hope that
there are no infeasible problem instances in SNDlib, but we cannot guarantee this. So, if you happen to
find such an instance in SNDlib, we kindly request you to notify us, preferably providing information on
how the infeasibility was detected (finding algorithms for quickly detecting infeasibility is a practically
relevant problem).

The network instances included in the SNDlib have different backgrounds. Some of them stem from
industrial projects, others have been defined as reference networks in international research projects involv-
ing a variety of industrial and academic partners. For the third group of network instances, the background
is not publicly available, for instance, due to non-disclosure agreements. Below we will summarize the
background and specific features of the network instances as close as possible.

Instances with industrial background The following network instances have been provided by network
operators or by manufacturers of network equipment, either directly or via academic partners. We know
that in some cases the data has been modified by the industrial or academic partners in order to avoid
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revealing internal information. From our experience with industry projects, we suspect this to be the case
for other network instances as well. Nevertheless, we assume that the cost and demand structures provided
in these data sets are not too far away from reality.

DFN-BWIN,
DFN-GWIN

Derived from IP/OSPF planning problems on the German research network, which is oper-
ated by DFN-Verein and connects most universities and research institutes. The demands
are based on traffic measurements in the network.

FRANCE WDM planning data provided by a network operator.

GIUL 39 Derived from a VPN planning problem in a two-layer metropolitan network with SDH as
the underlying transport technology. Provided by an equipment vendor. The installable
capacities have been constructed for SNDlib.

PDH PDH planning data provided by a network operator.

POLSKA SDH transport network of the Polish Telecom from the early 1990’s.

TA1, TA2 SDH planning problems provided by the network operator Telekom Austria.

ZIB54 Slightly modified real-world instance from a telecom network operator.

Instances from international research projects The network instances in this group have been defined
as reference networks in large research projects funded by the European Commission. These projects
involved major telecom network operators and equipment manufacturers, as well as academic partners.
Hence, even if the reference networks defined in the projects do not represent real networks, they were
carefully constructed to correspond to realistic planning scenarios.

COST266 Originating from the projectCOST266–Advanced Infrastructure for Photonic Networks
[7] of the European Cooperation in the Field of Scientific and Technical Research (COST).

NOBEL-US,
NOBEL-EU,
NOBEL-GERMANY,
GERMANY50

The NOBEL networks are reference networks originating from the European project NO-
BEL [8], where a detailed cost model was developed for various kinds of SDH and WDM
equipment, like fibers, transponders, repeaters, multiplexers, and line cards, see for in-
stance [9]. The network GERMANY50, provided by T-Systems International AG, is an
extension of the NOBEL-GERMANY network.

Other instances The following network instances either do not fit into one of the above categories, or
we do not know about their origin. Several of these network instances had been used in the network design
literature before they were sent to us; we give the reference to their first appearance in the literature if
available. For a number of old data sets, solving a linear problem was nearly sufficient to solve the integer
problem because the capacity granularity was small in comparison to the demands. In such cases, we have
scaled the demands or capacities to make the problem instances more challenging.

ATLANTA ,
NEWYORK,
NORWAY

The ATLANTA network represents an ATM network in Los Angeles, the NEWYORK net-
work a telecommunication network in the greater New York area, and the NORWAY net-
work a backbone network in Norway. These networks have been used in [10], among
others. Demands and installable capacities have been scaled for SNDlib.

DI-YUAN An optical city network with unknown background.

JANOS-US,
JANOS-US-CA

The JANOS-US network was first presented in [11]. The JANOS-US-CA instance is an
extension of that network published in [12].

PIORO40 An unpublished randomly generated network with an SDH cost structure.

SUN The network, first presented in [10], have been constructed from NEWYORK by bidirecting
all links and changing the demand pattern. We have scaled all demands by 10 to make them
integer.
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5 Final remarks

The purpose of the SNDlib is to provide realistic network planning data for the network design community,
which can be used to compare different mathematical models and optimization algorithms. At the same
time, we wanted to create a platform for sharing not only network planning data but also other information
required by the community. To this end, SNDlib provides

• a collection of bibliography entries related to design of fixed networks,

• a list of upcoming conferences in the field,

• a list of relevant journals, and

• a mailing list2 related to fixed network design.

In order to keep this information up to date, everybody is cordially invited to contribute to SNDlib by any
of the following means:

• Visit the websitehttp://sndlib.zib.de .

• Use and reference test instances from SNDlib in your papers (a suitable BIBTEX entry can be found
in the bibliography on the SNDlib website).

• Submit new solutions or dual bounds for existing test instances.

• Submit new test instances for upcoming versions.

• Send us references to your papers to include them in the SNDlib bibliography.

• Submit new entries to the conference list.

• Send tools to us to share them with others, such as visualization scripts or converters between differ-
ent network formats.

• Use the SNDlib mailing list to make relevant information related to network design available to
others.

• Send suggestions and questions tosndlib-webmaster@zib.de .

We hope that SNDlib will be helpful in developing network planning and design methodologies, and in
consequence will contribute to improving the quality of future communication networks.
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